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Abstract 
From last few years, there is a tremendous improvement in the 

capabilities of mobile devices; the main intention of this paper is 

to enhance User Experiences on Terrain using Android platform 

because it has various in built features like OpenGL ES, GPS, 

Bluetooth provided by its SDK. Android has a more capability to 

enhance the terrain applications through rich user interface, 

touch and gesture support through this performs the Map 

rendering, navigation operations on mobiles very easily.   Terrain 

is one of the most important components in creating outdoor 

virtual scene in wide range of applications such as simulation, 

Geographical Positioning System (GPS), virtual environment. 

For creating terrain Android provide provides one in built  open 

standard low level rendering API  that is Open GL ES through  

this enable 3D graphics on embedded systems such as PDA’s and 

mobiles. Terrain has an interface between user and SQ lite 

database .It takes input as user data longitude and latitude (touch 

on terrain) for the corresponding parameters get response from 

database. Its database contains latitude, longitude, and terrain 

name and elevation data at required resolution based on USGS 

dataset. Experiments are performed using two datasets with result 

based on frames per second and the rendering speed of terrain on 

mobile and computer is different. The problems of  this paper is 

highlighted in future research  and will be great importance to 

Gesture of Mobile device. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 
  Terrain is one of the most important components in 

creating outdoor virtual scene in wide range of applications 

such as simulation, Geographical Positioning System 

(GPS), virtual environment. Terrain is a vertical and 

horizontal dimension of the earth’s surface with a 

distinctive geological character that can be obtained using 

several methods for example digital elevation model and 

fractal terrains. Digital Terrain Model (DTM) is usually a 

massive of dataset that is derived from technique such as 

satellites or Stereoscopic aerial images. The works of 

terrain started in the late 1970s by Fowler and little and 

continue through the 1980s and 1990s until now [1].  

 

Through the evolution of mobile graphics, there has been a 

move of GIS application and interactive entertainment. 

The capability of mobile devices increases day by day [4, 

5] and also 3D acceleration.   

1.1 Android 

 The term “Android” means in Greek “being human”. 

Android Inc. was found in Palo Alto California, united 

states in October 2003 by Andy Rubin, Rich Miner. 

Android is a open source software stack for mobile devices 

which contains a set of application programs, operating 

system and reference to a set of system programs that form 

a complete system. This complete software platform 

provides a foundation for applications just like a real 

working platform.Google acquired Android Inc. in August 

2005.Android has following features such as Application 

framework, Dalvik virtual machine, Integrated Optimized 

graphics, OpenGL ES, SQLite, Media support GSM 

Telephony (hardware dependent) • Bluetooth, EDGE, 3G, 

and Wi-Fi (hardware dependent) , Camera, GPS, compass, 

and accelerometer (hardware dependent), Rich 

development environment including a device emulator, 

tools for debugging, memory and performance profiling. 

 

1.2 Importance of Terrain 

 Terrain is used In terms of environmental quality, 

agriculture, and hydrology,  

 Understanding the terrain of an area enables the 

understanding of watershed boundaries, drainage 

characteristics, water movement, and impacts on 

water quality. 

  Terrain is used for calculating weather for 

particular area. 
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 Understanding Terrain is important for both in 

defensive and offensive strategy of military and 

also is used in aviation application  

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 Many existing terrain application of embedded systems, 

developers have written applications for controlling the 

system by using C and C++ language. These two languages 

are platform dependent, in earlier system for creating 

terrain they were used satellite images and less user 

interface interaction and the responsiveness of request is 

time consuming but Terrain application required good 

response, rich user interface and platform independent 

because these applications are used in important areas such 

as military, aviation, agriculture etc. suppose in case of 

military, aviation for finding particular area they want 

immediate response. In earlier days mobile had memory 

constraint for rendering terrain  

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Now a day there is tremendous improvements in capability 

of smart phones. It works just like personal computers. In 

this paper chose Android platform for creating terrain and 

getting data for terrain because it has lot of in built 

features. Here I used OpenGL Es for creating terrain, it has 

subset of OpenGL, to overcome memory constraint for 

mobile OpenGl provide low level API rendering(OpenGL 

ES) for embedded platforms. 

Now days embedded device with Android SDK acts as 

desktop computers up to some size of data and it supports 

3D rendering process.   

3.1 Terrain mesh creation using OpenGL ES 

This is proposed block diagram for creating terrain using 

OpenGL ES. All the functionality that are available in 

OpenGl are almost there in OpenGL for Embedded 

system(OpenGL ES) 

The OpenGl ES contains primitive calls through this we 

can terrain and those are used vertex buffer for storing 

vertices. then that stored in frame buffer finally draw 

terrain using draw method of surface view of android. 

Then, general state of application is initialized for 

rendering object. The initialization covers the lighting 

properties and the state of object rendered. The data that 

has been normalized is defined in the initialization with 

back face culling enabled. Enabling back face culling will 

determines the visibility of a polygon of the terrain. The 

following shows the initialization code. 

 

Figure 1. Block of Terrain creation Using Android 

    Step1: Initialize parameters 

   Step2: Enable Cull face for viewing polygons of terrain                                      

(it nothing collection of different size of polygon). 

   Step3: Stote all vertices in Vertex Pointer 

   Step4: Store all dynamic values in Normal pointer 

   Step5: enable both pointers 

After the initialization, the object is rendered using the 

data supplied which is the vertices, normal and indices of 

the object. The code for rendering the terrain data shows                   

glDrawElements(GL_TRIANGLES,3*face3,GL_UNSIGN

ED_SHORT, indices3);                  

3.2 Terrain mesh getting data from Database (SQ 

Lite)        

               Android uses the SQLite database system, which 

is an open-source, stand-alone SQL database, widely used 

by many popular applications. For example, iPhone uses 

SQLite for database storage and Mozilla Firefox also uses 

SQLite to store configuration data. Once created, the 

SQLite database in android 

that is stored in the /data/data/<package 

name>/databases  

folder of an Android device. Syntax For create sample 

table  

DATABASE_CREATE = “create table titles (_id integer 

primary key auto increment,” 

        + "datatype1 not null, datatype2 not null…);” 

 

SQLiteDatabase db 

 

db.execSQL (DATABASE_CREATE); 

 

Through above commands we can create database and it 

contains fields such longitude, latitude and terrain name                    
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 Figure 2.Terrain with database 

3.2.1 Pocedure: 

The following steps are prodeure for how user  interact 

with database througth terrain.before perform we have 

created database with terrain data for particular 

Longitude/Latitude based on USGS resolution 

Step1: User has to give the input (i.e. user touch the terrain                 

screen)  

Step2: Cerate terrain using OpenGL ES (Android in built 

library) or using data (i.e. take input as images/ models and 

use multi resolution technique)  

 Step3: For corresponding input user get longitude /latitude 

(Lon/lat) with help Global positioning system (GPS). 

 Step4: For this project we have to maintain the database 

(SQ lite) that contains longitude, latitude, and name 

terrain. 

Step5: Whatever we got in step3 i.e. longitude and 

longitude to check with database, if that points (Lon/lat) 

presents in database user get the corresponding data on 

terrain. 

 

After performed this we have to set colour for 

corresponding data from database. Suppose if user request 

position (Lon/Lat)is  water(identified from database) 

means we have to set blue colour. Like this for each 

corresponding data we have set colour based following 

way. 
 

 Black: represents cultural 

(man-made) features such as buildings and roads, 

surveyed spot elevations, and all labels. 

 Red-Brown: The combined 

colors red and brown are used to identify cultural 

features, all relief features, non-surveyed spot 

elevations, and elevation, such as contour lines on 

red-light readable maps. 

 Blue: represents 

hydrographs or water features such as lakes, 

swamps, rivers, and drainage. 

 Green: represents 

vegetation, such as woods, orchards, and 

vineyards.    

 Brown: represents all relief 

features and elevation, such as contours on older 

edition maps, and cultivated land on red-light 

readable maps.     

 Red: represents cultural 

features, such as populated areas, main roads, and 

boundaries. 

  

Suppose if we take input as the following 

datas(data1,data2)  for dawing terrain mesh using OpenGL 

ES , in this case memory required as mention in table. 

 

Properties 
 

Terrain Data 

Data1 

 
Data2 

 

Triangles / 

Faces 

836 3102 

 

Vertex 
460 1632 

Size on disk 32kb 172kb 

   

          Table I. Terrain Data Properties 

  From Table1 it clear that data2 is larger than data1 in sizeon 

disk.both of data has different terrain complexity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3 Arrangement of several vertex points of data1 

Vertex: 460 

0:-2.5, 1.821905, 2.5 

1:-1.57894736842, 1.8558, 2.5 

2:-1.15789473684,1.845845, 2.5 

3:-1.73684210526, 1.84635, 2.5 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

Face: 836 

0:0, 20, 21 

1:0, 21, 1 

2:1, 21, 22 

3:1, 22, 2 

4:2, 22, 23 

---------------------------- 
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Processor 1 GHz Qualcomm QSD 8250 ARM  

Memory 512 MB RAM ,740 MB ROM ,DRAM 

Display 320x480 QGVA 

Operating system Android 2.2 

Expansion memory Up to 32 GB sd card  

  

Table 2. Important specification of Android 

4. RESULTS 

Her we discussed the experimentation of terrain rendering 

on mobile device taking two different data as input for 

mobile device. The results of the experiments and 

discussion are based on frame per second and rendering 

speed measured between the android device with OpenGL 

ES and desktop device with OpenGL in case of considered 

RAM 

 

A. Frame per Second(FPS) 

 

The experiments were performed based on data that was 

explained in Table I. These results are obtained from 

running the experiment on Android 2.2 mobile device. 

The result of the frame rate for rendering Data 1 is 

between 25-35 Fps and for data2 frame rate within 20-26 

Fps as shown in Figure.  

 

                Figure 4. Test Result of Android 

From the above graph  we can conclude that  if size of data 

is proporational to Frame per second . In this the size of 

data1 is smaller than the size of data2 . so frame per 

second (fps) is highter for data1 as compare to data2 . 

B. Rendering speed  

The experiments were performed based on RAM 

of device. In case1 both device running 1GB 

RAM and case2 android device running 1GB 

RAM(the android mobile supports Max 1GB 

RAM only) but another device(desktop) it 

running more than 1GB. 
Case1: 

 

 Figure 5.Test Result for android and desktop in case of 

RAM 

 Case2: 

 

   Figure 6.Test Result for android and desktop in case of RAM 

 From the above graphs, it clears that which one having 

higher that device performs rendering fastly. In case1 both 

device devices (i.e. android, desktop or laptop) having 

same RAM. From this it clears that rendering speed of 

android is more compare desktop device whenever both 

having same RAM.  And in case2 desktop device has more 

RAM so the rendering speed is more compare to android. 
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5. RELATED WORK 

S.A.M. Isa, M.S.M. Rahim, M.D. Kasmuni and D. Daman 

[2], introduced a framework for the implementation and 

testing of terrain rendering on mobile devices .It provides 

information to obtain a suitable technique that can render 

large terrain on mobile platform with an acceptable speed 

of frame rate and more realistic appearance. Level of detail 

(LOD) technique for the proper rendering of the obtained 

mesh on the screen. 

 J. Wen, B. Zhu, and F. Wang [3] proposed a for 3D 

visualization of data on mobile devices and how interactive 

frame rates could be achieved with relatively large amount 

of displayed data. Rendering 3D large terrains on mobile 

devices is still considered a difficult task. Around a tiling 

algorithm and a per tile multi-resolution data structure, this 

paper designed an adaptive technique to improve rendering 

efficiency. On the other hand, the approach of simplify 

rendering scene rely on the surface of terrains, so it won’t 

be very effective in mountain area.  

Frank Losasso Hugues Hoppe [4] provides a pre-filtered 

mipmap pyramid as a natural representation for terrain 

data. It presents geometry clip maps, which cache nested 

rectangular extents of this pyramid to create view-

dependent approximations. A unique aspect of the 

framework is that LOD is independent of the data content. 

Therefore the terrain data does not require any pre 

computation of refinement criteria.  

Sangchul Lee and Jae Wook Jeon [7] uses Android NDK 

for interface legacy code(c and c++) from java language of 

android, and now days Developers should create 

applications by using Java provided by Android SDK for 

embedded systems operated via Android platforms. 

However, for controlling systems in many existing 

embedded systems, developers have written applications 

using C language. Android NDK makes it possible for 

developers to easily reuse such legacy code written in 

C/C++ languages.  

6.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper we discussed how to create terrain using 

OpenGl ES and how to connect. Terrain with database 

(SQlite) for getting terrain information for corresponding 

user request. And performed some experiments based on 

size of terrain data (i.e. inform of triangles) and measured 

rendering speed for different main memory for different 

devices 

7. FUTURE WORK 

Our Android platform supports up to some size of terrain 

beyond that it cannot rendering terrain. And for improve 

performance of application in future we have to introduced 

Gestures for performing operations in terrain , through this 

we can easily improve the performance . 
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